Remote Journalism Internship with OUTvoices.us

OUTvoices.us is an online (plus print in certain markets) media company aimed at the national US LGBTQ+ readership - from a grassroots local perspective.

Interns will be given a first-hand look at how a national multi-platform LGBTQ+ media company functions on a daily, weekly, and monthly basis and have the opportunity to learn about journalism, writing, editing, social media, digital media, magazine production, and more.

This is a brand-new platform brought to you by Aequalitas Media, which is acquiring some of America's beloved local LGBTQ+ publications and websites and rebranding them as an aggregated entity. This means you might see your work appear in Nashville one day, Phoenix, Kansas City or Chicago the another. Perhaps you get a thrill out of seeing your name in print. Or maybe you prefer to be coordinating a digital presence or making a viral impact!

We are looking for intelligent, motivated, enthusiastic writers and social media interns who can come on board to learn and commit to a 3-month internship program (except Summers, 10-week min). This is a special opportunity designed to provide real-world experience in an expanding media company that serves a unique readership.

Internship program is open for immediate start. Dates are flexible.

Minimum Requirements:

- This is an unpaid position and participation is for Academic Credit and your edification.
- Writing, editing, and thinking will be expected.
- Participate in story brainstorming and pitching discussions; learn how to respond to the news cycle and come up with original ideas that change hearts and minds.
- Minimum of: One article per month (print); Two articles per week (web); Three posts per day (social) - amount can be increased if desired.
- Interns must be self-motivated and passionate for all things related to creativity, information, community, human rights, and digital culture.
- Understanding of equality and diversity a must
- We can work around schedules and holidays.

Application Instructions:

Please apply to this listing with a resume, writing samples (and/or links) and a very informal letter that tells us about yourself and interests. Internship positions are available immediately.

Please apply to:
Merryn Johns
Group Editor
OUTvoices
Email: merryn@OUTvoices.us